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Dear 
Readers,  
Booksellers,  
Reviewers, 
Friends,  
Texans,

We are proud to share a catalog that expands what it means to “put the world 
into conversation.” These books span the globe, with authors from Peru, the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Mexico, Spain, Denmark, and France, alongside 
local authors from Austin and Dallas, Texas. 

We also offer up in these titles an ideology for Deep Vellum Future: a publishing 
company that brings all of these authors and spaces into conversation together, 
bending the rules of what it means to be “from” a certain place and to write from 
that place. Lone Star, from award-winning Danish author Mathilde Walter Clark, 
takes place in Denmark but also in St. Louis and Texas, in a cross-world road novel 
that explores the best and worst of family relationships. ELPASO: A Punk Novel, 
by Barcelona-based Benja Villegas, follows a mythologized Chicano punk band 
through the ‘80s, featuring original vinyl and a prologue by former Texas State 
Representative Beto O’Rourke.

Effectively: even if our authors weren’t born in Texas, they got here as fast  
as they could.

Find works from Deep Vellum greats Anne Garréta and Fiston Mwanza Mujila in the 
season as well. In Concrete follows Not One Day and Sphinx, both in translation 
by the magnificent Emma Ramadan, two of our bestselling titles to date (and still 
on bookstore recommendation shelves across the country). From Fiston Mwanza 
Mujila (author of Tram 83), we present The River in the Belly, a set of poems that 
follows his remarkable, improvisational verbal energy through verse, in translation 
by J. Bret Maney.

In addition, we present debut collections from three US poets: Ross J Farrar, 
Julie Poole, and Logen Cure; a timely novel interrogating the meaning of 
storytelling during Covid from Alan Govenar; a series of remarkable, surreal short  
stories from Peruvian writer Claudia Ulloa Donoso; a masterpiece of American 
political imagination from Dalkey Archive great Peter Dimock; and yes… Deep 
Vellum’s very first kids’ book, Uncle Rabbit and the Wax Doll, presented in Nahuatl, 
Spanish, and English. 

We look forward to sharing these books with you, alongside titles from Dalkey 
Archive Press. We’re honored to be a part of Dalkey’s journey; the catalog shapes 
what it means to be an independent press, and to publish books from around the 
world. We hope to do these books justice. If you have any questions, don’t hesitate 
to reach out to Will Evans (Editorial) or Sara Balabanlilar (Marketing and Sales).

It is truly impossible to sum up the madness of the world in the past months, so 
instead we posit this: hold books, and each other, tight. Stories are powerful.

Deep Vellum
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Ross Sings Cheree & The Animated Dark
by Ross John Farrar

NON-FICTION $16.00

Publication MAY

Orig. Language ENGLISH

Paperback 9781646050536

eBook 9781646050543

6" x 9" 120 PP

"How do we go on when we lose someone? How 

do we live between the earthquake’s wreckage 

and the waves invitation to swim? to drown? 

The metaphorical gun to his own head, ‘Ross’ 

chooses beauty, manifested in abundance be-

tween the covers of this powerful book."

— Chris Kennedy

"If you are baffled or lost or human, these po-

ems are friendly, slightly drunk companions to 

accompany you as you muddle through.  Read 

them—there is much comfort in their glorious 

bewilderment."

— Sarah C. Harwell

"Twisted in the best way."

— Bruce Smith

A native of the Bay Area, Ross 
J. Farrar is an internationally re-
nowned singer, songwriter, and lyr-
icist for the post-punk band, Cere-
mony. In his debut book of poetry, 
Farrar conjures a narrative voice 
that evokes Alan Vega of the band 
Suicide and other New York school 
artists as he contemplates life out-
side of music. Farrar’s poems glide 
between hazy evocations of being 
young on the West Coast, working 
at an adult bookstore, and drink-
ing with friends, alongside layers 
of darker experiences: visiting the 

graves of friends and loved ones, 
leaving Cheree, the 2016 election. 
He mulls over the lost landmarks 
of his youth in San Francisco and a 
relationship both heart-wrenching 
and ultimately failing.

From renowned vocalist of bands Ceremony, Spice, and  
Crisis Man, a darkly cathartic debut collection that  
crosses Samuel Beckett and hardcore punk.

Ross John Farrar was born in San Francisco and 
spent much of his young adult life playing music in 
the band Ceremony. In his late twenties, he decid-
ed to go back to school, finishing his undergrad-
uate at University of California, Berkeley, followed 
by an MFA in Poetry at Syracuse University. His 
work can be found in RHINO Poetry, Heartworm 
Reader, The Chaffey Review, Riprap Journal, and 
Canary. He has published one book, comprised 
of literary mixed media, Society Verse (Bridge9 
Press, 2010), and one chapbook, The L-Shaped 
Man Poems (Matador, 2015). Ross Sings Cheree & 
the Animated Dark is his debut poetry collection.

I want to pay for everything,
have gotten away with too much. I float through 
stations, wade in calming water, fall asleep
with nothing in the way.
     
A human is an animal with an inside & an outside. 
Take away the outside & the inside is left. Take away 
the inside & nothing—
mort.
     
I prepare for death when tying then untying my shoes—mort. 
I start out cool on the treadmill & end screaming—mort.
I raise my hand, but can’t keep it up there 

(from “Mort & Other Payments”) 

"

"
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In Concrete
by Anne Garréta

"Through a unique writing style where spelling 

mistakes coexist with onomatopoeias and 

saucy allusions, the border between spoken 

and written language gradually ceases to exist." 

— The Cultural Services of the French Embassy

"Anne Garréta’s greatest narrative accomplish-

ment to date. Translator Emma Ramadan has 

skillfully managed to recreate lewd jokes, playful 

puns, and linguistic puzzles resulting in an utterly 

delightful read."

— Cristina Rodriguez, Deep Vellum Books

(Dallas, TX)  

 

“Garréta and Ramadan continue to redefine the 

limits of language—these are not words to read 

but words to bite, chew, choke on.”  

—  Kyle Alderice, Book Culture 

(New York, NY)

Recipient of the 2020 
Hemingway Grant by 
the Cultural Services 
of the French Embassy

FICTION $15.95

Publication MAY

Orig. Language FRENCH

Paperback 9781646050550

eBook 9781646050567

5" X 8" 152 PP

Garréta’s first novel in a decade 
follows the mania that descends 
upon a family when the father finds 
himself in possession of a con-
crete mixer. As he seeks to mod-
ernize every aspect of their lives, 
disaster strikes when the younger 
sibling is subsumed by concrete.

Through puns, wordplay, and diz-
zying verbal effect, Garréta rein-
vents the novel form and blurs the 
line between spoken and written 
language in an attempt to confront 
the elasticity of communication.

Anne F. Garréta is the first member of the Oulipo to be born after the founding of the collective. A 
normalien (graduate of France’s prestigious École normale supérieure) and lecturer at the University 
of Rennes II since 1995, Anne F. Garréta was co-opted into the Oulipo in April 2000. She also teaches 
at Duke University as a Research Professor of Literature and Romance Studies. Her first novel, Sphinx, 
hailed by critics, tells a love story between two people without giving any indication of grammatical 
gender for the narrator or the narrator’s love interest, A***. She won France’s prestigious Prix Médicis in 
2002, awarded each year to an author whose “fame does not yet match their talent” (she is the second 
Oulipian to win the award–Georges Perec won in 1978), for her book, Not One Day.

Emma Ramadan is a literary translator of poetry and prose from France, the Middle East, and North 
Africa. She is the recipient of a Fulbright, an NEA Translation Fellowship, a PEN/Heim grant, and the 
2018 Albertine Prize. Her translations for Deep Vellum include Anne Garréta’s Sphinx and Not One 
Day, Fouad Laroui's The Curious Case of Dassoukine's Trousers, and Brice Matthieussent's Revenge of 
the Translator. She is based in Providence, RI, where she co-owns Riffraff bookstore and bar.

The newest novel by Prix Medicis-winner Anne Garréta, 
In Concrete is a feminist inversion of a domestic drama 
crossed with Oulipian nursery rhyme.

“The set-up is such a classic, relatable tale 
of falling in — and out — of love that one 
wonders why gender has always been such 
a huge factor in how we discuss relation-
ships, in fiction and otherwise. . . . So, the 
author, and the translator, created their own 
language, championing love and desire 
over power and difference.” 

— Maddie Crum, Huffington Post

“Garréta’s aim was to overthrow gender bi-
naries carried by language, and in light of 
recent demands by transgender groups to 
use gender neutral pronouns, Sphinx seems 
curiously prescient.” 

— Catherine Humble, 
The Times Literary Supplement 

IN PRAISE OF SPHINX IN PRAISE OF NOT ONE DAY

“Garréta more or less perfected the 
post-modern confessional, doing so with 
a self-awareness that many authors fail to 
accomplish… Not One Day is a casual rev-
elation; a delight.” 

— Sean Redmund, fields Magazine 

“A master of thought and language, an as-
tounding authority and elegance.” 

— Anne Serrre, Marie Claire

“Like a skilled performance artist, Garréta… 
simultaneously inhabits bodies and spaces.” 

— Youmna Chlala, BOMB Magazine

Nominated for the 
2016 PEN Translation Prize

A Paris Review Staff Pick
Winner of Prix Médicis 2002
 
Selected by Words Without Borders as one 
of 8 Queer Books in Translation to 
Read for Pride Month 2020
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Julie Poole was born and raised in the Pacific Northwest. Her first book of poems, Bright Specimen, 
was inspired by the Billie L. Turner Plant Resources Center at The University of Texas at Austin. She 
has received scholarships and fellowship support from the James A. Michener Center, the Helene 
Wurlitzer Foundation, and Yaddo. In 2017, she was a finalist for the Keene Prize for Literature. Her 
poems and essays have appeared in Borderlands: Texas Poetry Review, CutBank, Denver Quarterly, 
and elsewhere. She lives in Austin, Texas, with her growing collection of found butterflies.

With the loving eye of an ama-
teur botanist, poet Julie Poole 
has distilled nature to its finest, 
tender points. Through sections 
divided by biosphere (rich mesic 
slope; exotic hay meadow; damp 
understory), Poole’s poetry gives 
voice to a meditative expression 
of flora. Each poem creates an in-
dividual cataloged world through 
which to explore the body, sexual-
ity, strength, and a devout refusal 
to admit the separation between 
humans and nature. Inspired by 
the Billie L. Turner Plant Resources 
Center at The University of Texas 
at Austin, the largest herbaria in 
the Southwestern United States, 
Bright Specimen weaves together  
a written index through the har-
mony of botanical wonder.

“I loved being held by Bright Specimen’s gentle 
intimacy and delight, its organic shapes and 
speech… Only a poet as attuned as Julie Poole 
could filter the world through such bright souls.” 

— Taisia Kitaiskaia, 
author of The Nightgown and Other Poems

Bright Specimen
by Julie Poole

POETRY $15.95

Publication JUNE

Orig. Language ENGLISH

Hardcover 9781646050574

eBook 9781646050581

6" X 9" 104 PP

A poetic botanical index, Julie Poole’s debut collection 
explores the history and science of, and human interac-
tion with, the natural world.

18

Castilleja purpurea

       to New Mexico
     in  search of a color
  I’ve never seen not sure
     if it would be found 
    in a tapestry or the sky
         or some rocky formation
     not sure how the color
         would make me feel
          but I’d seen some
              faintly  familiar
                     tone on a paintbrush
                  specimen & that only affirmed
                     my instinct for vastness
                          a particular tint
                             like a particular sound
                               the color  I was
                                     sure could only
                                    emerge out of 
                                        a great expanse
                                          it would mark 
                                              itself across my chest
                                              and make me stand
                                                    tall  naturally
                                                         in seconds it would
                                                              be gone the 
                                                                 exact conditions
                                                                   to replicate it
                                                                    weather and 
                                                                        light would
                                                                       change this was
                                                                     all just a sense
                                                        I had like a piece of music
                                I had to hear but no name to look it up by
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REVIEWS OF GEORGE ANDERSON: NOTES FOR 
A LOVE SONG IN IMPERIAL TIME: 

“Peter Dimock... possesses the rich, intricate, 

and subtle patternings of the verbal lace- 

maker's craft.” 

– Toni Morrison

Daybook from Sheep Meadow
by Peter Dimock

FICTION $15.95

Publication JUNE

Orig. Language ENGLISH

Paperback 9781646050598

eBook 9781646050604

5" x 8" 150 PP

“How can we live with ourselves? I mean, really? 

How can we? This is the book’s prevailing ques-

tion, one that rises from the pages less as a pretty 

love song than as a helpless keen. Fales invents 

and pursues his method as a way to fix history so 

he can live with its implications.” 

— Heidi Julavits, New York Times

“George Anderson is indeed this ambitious, a 

work of great ethical force and historical scope, 

written in the singular form of what might best be 

described as — try to imagine it — an epistolary, 

synesthetic, anti-imperial self-help manual… 

What a remarkable novel: for a few radically hope-

ful lines at a time it imagines that a new history 

might be possible, imagines what it might mean 

to imagine this. Perhaps we cannot see and hear 

this history as clearly as its protagonist can. But 

we have for a moment felt his moral devastation 

and his hope as our own — no small feat for a nov-

el in imperial time..."

— Hilary Plum, Los Angeles Review of Books

“George Anderson” requires some heavy mental 

lifting, but Fales’s seeking voice and the book’s 

innovative structure make it more of a calling 

than a chore. The rewards here are great: a fresh 

perspective on some of the thorniest events in re-

cent American life, alongside enduring questions 

about history, art and narrative. Dimock’s slender, 

sturdy investigation into their meaning should 

inspire anyone who wants to think deeply and 

philosophically about this great nation.” 

— Veronica Esposito, Washington Post

Peter Dimock has long worked in publishing, both at Random House and as senior executive editor 
for history and political science at Columbia University Press, where he worked with authors includ-
ing Angela Davis, Eric Hobsbawm, Toni Morrison, and Amartya Sen. His novels A Short Rhetoric for 
Leaving the Family and George Anderson: Notes for A Love Song in Imperial Time were published by 
Dalkey Archive Press.

In his newest novel, cult author Peter Dimock explores 
the shuttering of empire and literature’s capacity to re-lay 
America’s political trajectory.

Daybook in Sheep Meadow returns to the breakdown of Amer-
ica’s imperialist history of Peter Dimock’s groundbreaking pre-
vious novels, George Anderson: Notes for a Love Song in 
Imperial Time, and A Short Rhetoric for Leaving the Family.  
    
Historian Tallis Martinson has grappled for years with the atroc-
ities of the American past through meditative notebook entries. 
When words fail him completely, he commits himself to a psychiat-
ric facility, suffering from severe adult mutism and unable to write. 
His brother and editor Christopher Rentho Martinson, tasking him-
self with trying to understand Tallis’ condition through reading the 
notebooks, slowly descends into a wormhole of their family’s im-
plied complicity with normalized national atrocities, past and present.  
    
An experiment in the capacity of literature to re-lay the trajectory of 
America’s future, Daybook stages a space wherein the reader can regis-
ter—and, potentially, remedy—the criminal catastrophe of the legacies 
of American empire. 

    For all its despair, one virtue of Tallis’s experiment, I believe, is 
that his method proposes a habitation of the duration of American 
history different from any we have had before. It is a duration that 
cannot be measured by any narrative of peace and war we have 
conventionally recognized. That habitation, I believe his entries are 
intended to prove, entails an ecstatic reciprocity made from common 
speech we are all aware we know but which we have never dared to 
speak with the fluency that would make it our own. In the end, Tallis 
believed he had failed in his experiment. The pain of his silence now 
fills reciprocity’s evacuated space. I want to prove him wrong.

"

"
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ELPASO: A Punk Story
by Benjamin Villegas 

NON-FICTION $15.95

Publication JUNE

Orig. Language SPANISH

Paperback 9781646050611

eBook 9781646050628

5.5" x 8.5" 200 PP

Featuring a forward  
by Beto O'Rourke

Select ELPASO merchandise 
available for wholesale order 
to your store, or for purchase 
at Deepvellum.org

      El Paso and Juárez, so close to 
each other but so distant from the 
usual centers of power (political, 
cultural, economic or otherwise), 
produced a sound and style that 
I've never found anywhere else. 
Something extraordinary was able 
to grow and bloom and make the 
world a better place for it.

"

"
—  Beto O'Rourke, prologue

Benjamin Villegas was born in Spain. He was named after Fantastic Four's The Thing, and grew up in 
a household full of comics, music, and movies that shaped his taste for American pop culture. He is a 
musician, illustrator, audiovisual producer, and graphic designer. He is also the author of Huele como 
a espíritu posadolescente (Smells Like Postadolescent Spirit).

Jay Noden is a Spanish translator who has worked on a variety of titles both literary and design/archi-
tecture-related. He lives in Barcelona.

In a state rife with caricatures, Benjamin Villegas’ "anti- 
biography" explores the history of a Texas border-town 
punk band too good to be true.

In 2015, Benjamin Villegas traveled to Texas in an attempt to write the bi-
ography of a music group that could have changed the history of rock: EL-
PASO, a Chicano band from the U.S.-Mexico border with a punk sensibility, 
a long since-defunct crew, and little left to remember it by but a suitcase 
of fanzines and one-off recordings.

This is the story of one of the many bands that will never appear in rock 
n’ roll history books, but is at the core of the scene: a band that earned its 
stripes from sweaty fans and self-taught rock aficionados in basements, 
garages, and small venues across the country. This is the story of two kids 
who came together to embrace the punk ethos of the '80s and be a part of 
the rock n’ roll revolution sweeping the US, a world of the Ramones, Black 
Flag, and, of course, ELPASO.
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LONE STAR
by Mathilde Walter Clark 

FICTION $17.95

Publication JULY

Orig. Language DANISH

Paperback 9781646050635

eBook 9781646050642

5.5" x 8.5" 450 PP

Mathilde Walter Clark is a novelist and es-
sayist from Denmark. Having spent her child-
hood traveling between her mother’s house in 
Denmark and her father’s in St. Louis, Missouri, 
Clark went on to live in Buenos Aires and New 
York and travel extensively across the world. 
Clark was a resident artist at 100 W Corsicana 
in small-town Texas, where she worked on the 
manuscript for Lone Star. She is the winner of 
the Carlsberg Foundation’s Discovery of the 
Year prize in literature; Lone Star was awarded 
one of the Best Books of 2018 by The Danish Arts 
Foundation. She currently lives in Copenhagen.

K.E. Semmel's work has appeared in the On-
tario Review, Washington Post, World Literature 
Today, Southern Review, Subtropics, Literary 
Hub, and elsewhere. His translations include 
books by Karin Fossum, Naja Marie Aidt, Erik 
Valeur, Jussi Adler Olsen, Simon Fruelund, 
Kenneth B. Andersen, Thomas Rydahl, and Jes-
per Bugge Kold. He is a recipient of numerous 
grants from the Danish Arts Foundation and is 
a 2016 NEA Literary Translation Fellow.

Martin Aitken is the acclaimed translator 
of numerous novels from Danish and Norwe-
gian, including works by Karl Ove Knausgaard, 
Peter Høeg, Jussi Adler-Olsen, and Pia Juul, 
and his translations of short stories and po-
etry have appeared in many literary journals 
and magazines. In 2012 he was awarded the 
American-Scandinavian Foundation's Nadia 
Christensen Translation Prize. In 2019 he was 
awarded the PEN Translation Prize for his trans-
lation of Love by Hanne Ørstavik.

“The book is simply amazing.” 

—  Livetidukkethuset.dk

 “Beautifully done.” 

—  Svend Skriver, Christian Daily

“You need to read this book.” 

—  Karen Syberg, Information

Awarded one of the Best 
Books of 2018 by the 

Danish State Art Foundation

A cross-continental novel that splices the vast expanse 
of Texas with a daughter's desire to reconnect with her 
aging father.

When Mathilde’s stepfather dies in Denmark, she is plagued by worries 
about the potential death of her American father on the other side of the 
Atlantic. In a desire to catalog her love for, and memories with, her father, 
Mathilde travels to America and writes a novel about their relationship 
that she has always known she should write.

Lone Star is about distances: the miles between a father and daughter; 
the detachment between Mathilde’s Danish upbringing and her Ameri-
can family; the separation of language; and the passage of time between 
Mathilde’s adulthood and the summers she spent as a child in St. Lou-
is. These irrevocable gaps swirl as Mathilde voyages to meet her father 
in Texas to explore a relationship that still has time to grow. At once a 
travelogue and family novel, Lone Star occupies the often-mythologized 
landscape of Texas to share a story of being alive and claiming the right 
to feel at home, even across the ocean.

     Days  passed as they do without my interference. Over the years, 
the address on the envelopes changed. Parkovsvej, Geelskovparken, 
Ådalsparken, Bøge Allé, Bybækterasserne. Now we lived on 
Præstøgade in Østerbro, and  the letters kept coming. The 
envelopes, the paper, the handwriting was the same. The old letters 
still lay in a moving box in the basement. My grandmother’s letters 
were also there, and my sister’s. My American family was in the box. 
Every time we moved we brought the box with us. In this way we 
moved around with my American family. Though it was 
only half-filled with letters, it was heavy, and we needed two of us to 
carry it. My mother lifted one side, and I lifted the other. Over time, 
as we moved, new letters swelled the stack in my rooms. I stored 
them in a bundle fastened with a rubber band. The rubber band cut 
into the paper. I replaced the rubber band with a silk ribbon. It was 
not only practical but pretty, a way of organizing and elevating, of 
making the ordinary meaningful.

"

"
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Little Bird
by Claudia Ulloa Donoso 

FICTION $15.95

Publication JULY

Orig. Language SPANISH

Paperback 9781646050659

eBook 9781646050666

5" x 8" 112 PP

Claudia Ulloa Donoso has been recognized by critics and readers as one of the most original and 
surprising voices in Peruvian literature. In 2017, she was included in the Bogata39, a list of the best 
Latin American fiction writers under 40 that also includes Valeria Luiselli, Juan Cardenas, and fellow 
Deep Vellum author Eduardo Rabasa. She currently lives north of the Arctic circle in Bødo, Norway, 
where she teaches Spanish and Norwegian.

Lily Meyer is a writer and translator from Washington, D.C. She is a regular reviewer for NPR Books, 
and her criticism appears online in the Atlantic, the New Yorker, the Poetry Foundation, Public Books, 
and more. Lily is a PhD candidate in fiction at the University of Cincinnati. She is a two-time fiction 
grant recipient from the D.C. Commission on the Arts and Humanities and won the Sewanee Review 
Fiction Contest in 2018.

After moving from Peru north of 
the Arctic circle to begin graduate 
school, Claudia Ulloa Donoso be-
gan blogging about insomnia. Not 
hers, necessarily – the blog was 
never defined as fact or fiction. Her 
blog posts became the bones of 
Little Bird, short stories with a nod 
to fervent self-declaration of diary 
entries and the hallucinatory haze 
of sleeplessness. 

Blending narration and person-
al experience, the stories in Little 
Bird stretch reality, a sharp-shoot-
ing combination of George  
Saunders and Samanta Schweblin. 
Characters real and unreal, se-
ductive, shape-changing, and baf-
fling come together in smooth  
prose that, ultimately, defies fact 
and fiction. 

A slim book based on Bogata39 member Claudia Ulloa 
Donoso’s blog, Little Bird is comprised of thirty stories 
that explore the strangeness of everyday life.

    I have a cat named Kokorito. He’s big—fif-
teen pounds— and furry, and he isn’t very social. 
His main way of showing affection is bringing me 
tiny dead birds. This is what cats do, I know: give 
their owners dead birds as presents. Or 
maybe trophies. Who am I to say?   
  
Kokorito never eats the birds. He tortures 
them, plays with them like balls of wool, but in the 
end, he always leaves them in my bed, which is 
where I do everything these days, even eat. That’s 
how I’m so sure the birds are for me.   
  
My cat, who has seven lives in the Americas and nine 
here in Scandinavia, brings me death as a pres-
ent, but the thing is, I’ve seen plenty of death already. 
I don’t really need any more. 

"

"
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The River in the Belly
by  Fiston Mwanza Mujila

Fiston Mwanza Mujila’s writing foregrounds its 
debt to jazz, responds to political turbulence in 
his native country and its effects on everyday 
life, and displays an often incandescent, im-
provisatory verbal energy, replete with bouts of 
irreverent humor and surprising tonal shifts. He 
is the recipient of many literary prizes, including, 
most recently, the Peter-Rosegger-Literaturpreis 
(Austria, 2018). He is the author of Tram 83, 
published by Deep Vellum in translation by Ro-
land Glasser in 2015. Tram 83 was the winner of 
the German International Literature award and 
long-listed for the International Booker Prize 
and the Prix du Monde. Mujila born in 1981 in 
Lubumbashi, Democratic Republic of Congo, 
and now lives in Graz, Austria. 

J. Bret Maney is an assistant professor of En-
glish at Lehman College, CUNY. He earned a 
Ph.D. in Comparative Literature and Literary 
Theory at the University of Pennsylvania and 
has worked as a translator from the French and 
Spanish since 2005. Before starting graduate 
school, Maney founded and ran the Talking 
World translation agency. His translation of Man-
hattan Tropics has been honored by the Ezra 
Pound Prize for Literary Translation, a PEN/Heim 
Translation Fund Grant, and a Commendation in 
the Gulf Coast Translation Prize.

POETRY $15.95

Publication JULY

Orig. Language FRENCH

Paperback 9781646050673

eBook 9781646050680

6" x 9" 152 PP

PHONEME

"A high-velocity debut . . . The writing has the pulsing, staccato rhythms of Beat poetry and 

Roland Glasser has exuberantly harnessed that energy in his translation from the French.” 

— Sam Sacks, Wall Street Journal

"With echoes of Flannery O’Connor, Ralph Ellison, and Joseph Conrad, Mujila’s language alchem-

izes epic poetry from violence, despair and distraction. He bebops in broken time with words and 

structure, improvising and free-associating."

— Michelle Newby, The Rumpus

IN PRAISE OF TRAM 83

Award-winning Congolese author Fiston Mwanza Mujila returns to the 
Deep Vellum catalog with a poetry book both intimate and universal, 
seeking through metaphor and lyric to reckon with the contested sub-
jecthood of Mujila’s native country.

The River in the Belly is the collection only Mujila could write, blending mu-
sical lyricism, legend, and theology from Africa and Europe; from the wide-
ly-acclaimed author of the novel Tram 83.

Created originally as part of a multi-disciplinary work of poetry, music, vid-
eo, and dance performed in Europe in 2019, The River in the Belly shows 
the Congo River as it runs in real life and through Mujila’s body and mind; he 
contemplates his native river and the decades of upheaval the Democrat-
ic Republic of Congo has gone through, in turns berating and serenading 
a homeland from exile in Austria. This bittersweet, ambitious collection, in 
the words of translator J. Bret Maney, “does no less than seek to reinitiate 
the Congo River in the imaginary of European languages.”

SOLITUDE 61
 
a river convulses in my belly
a confounded malingerer, dirty and immense, mournful and malign,
a river in late stages of dysentery…
 
SOLITUDE 71
 
a restless, twitchy dog (?)
the river mopes as the day lengthens
it snivels without knowing just why
it’s been sniveling since Babel, since Old Noah and his flood
since the prophet Ezekiel, since Sister Abigail…
its trail of snot stretching across an absurd span…

Winner of the Etisalat Prize for  
Debut African Fiction 2015
Winner of a French Voices Award

IN PRAISE OF TRAM 83
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Logen Cure is the author of three poetry chapbooks: Still (Finishing Line Press 2015), Letters to 
Petrarch (Unicorn Press 2015), and In Keeping (Unicorn Press 2008). She's an editor for Voicemail 
Poems. She curates Inner Moonlight, a monthly reading series at The Wild Detectives in Dallas. She 
serves as an English faculty member at Tarrant County College and earned her MFA in Creative Writ-
ing from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. She lives in Dallas/Forth Worth, Texas with 
her wife and daughter.

Welcome to Midland is a queer 
coming-of-age narrative in verse 
set against the contested back-
drop of conservative small-town 
Texas. These linked poems, bro-
ken into four sections that explore 
the cultural and natural history of 
West Texas (from the horned lizard 
to dirt storms to Laura Bush’s car 
accident), lasso together events 
and movements from across eras 
and spaces to create a tenuous yet 
strong sense of place.

Giving voice to secrets and silence, 
Welcome to Midland builds a path 
for the formation of identity out of 
community, family, and legend.

"Logen Cure’s Still draws inspiration from Eros, 
whom she keenly argues is never eclipsed by 
the routines of our days. The dynamic energy 
in these poems derives from an ongoing bat-
tle—a uniquely human battle—between the 
rational and the feral. I’m grateful to Cure for 
her stark honesty and wit; for poems reminding 
us that our hearts are nutritious and must be 
eaten raw."

— David Roderick, author of The Americans

Welcome to Midland
by Logen Cure

POETRY $15.95

Publication AUGUST

Orig. Language ENGLISH

Paperback 9781646050697

eBook 9781646050703

6" X 9" 100 PP

A queer debut collection of poetry reckoning with the 
role of silence, secrets, and gossip to survive in conser-
vative West Texas.

Lucifer at the Tea Party

My mother will tell you about reading the invitation to me—
Hannah Miller’s 4th birthday, a dress-up party—
the way I said, Oh good, I’ll wear my devil costume,
how she explained that’s not at all what they meant.
Think tea party. Think fancy.
 
Oh, I said. Then I’m not going.
 
When Hannah’s mother asked me at preschool pick-up
if I was planning to attend,
my mother explained the misunderstanding
after I said, Nope.
Oh, Hannah’s mother said,
just bring her in whatever she wants to wear.
 
I don’t believe I remember this.
Isn’t it strange? The way story blurs
with memory, the sweet mythology
we make of ourselves.
 
Ask my mother and she will show you the photo:
little girls clad in lace, sashes, tiny gloves,
sitting in a circle, heads bent
as Hannah opens a gift,
and me, kneeling in the background,
dark eyes looking square at the camera,
my horns crooked, the hellfire on my red, red cape
just visible at the edge of the frame.
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Silvestre Panteleón, recently deceased, was from the Nahuatl-speaking village of San Augustín 
Oapan, state of Guerrero, Mexico.

Inocencio Jiménez is a self-taught artist also from San Agustín Oapan. He illustrated Uncle Rabbit 
and the Wax Doll over the course of 18 months.

Jonathan D. Amith is an independent scholar (anthropologist and linguist) who has studied and doc-
umented Nahuatl, Mixtec, and Totonac. He recorded, transcribed, and translated this edition of Uncle 
Rabbit and the Wax Doll.

Uncle Rabbit has been gazing longingly at a garden across the 
river where his favorite foods are planted. Finally, he tricks Old 
Man Crocodile into giving him a ride to the other side of the riv-
er, only to find that he has bitten off more than he can chew!

Uncle Rabbit and the Wax Doll beautifully recounts the Nahuatl version 
of Brer Rabbit, one of the most widespread tales of both the Old and 
New Worlds, in three languages. Told by master storyteller Silvestre 
Pantaleón and illustrated on amate bark paper by Inocencio Jiménez, 
a self‐taught artist from the same village in Guerrero, Mexico, the book 
tells the story of trickster Uncle Rabbit as he cleverly makes fools 
out of his eternal adversaries: Old Man Crocodile and the Coyote. 

Presented here in Nahuatl alongside English translations, Uncle Rabbit 
and the Wax Doll shares a beloved tale with intercultural meaning along-
side unique, detailed bark paintings and a Nahuatl-English glossary.

Uncle Rabbit and the Wax Doll
by Silvestre Pánteleon

The premier  
Children's title 

from  
Deep Vellum

Publishing

CHILDREN'S $20.00

Publication AUGUST

Orig. Language ENGLISH

Hardcover 9781646050710

eBook 9781646050727

8" X 10" 40 PP

nocola para hkōn t’kwāseh. Nōmeh 
nō sī nīnkwāseh, kitō milā́́: chiāwak”. 

Ah mani yō tonto Konējoh. 
Ōkontak. Ta kāskawitokeh nē, 
Konējoh [quiso decir, Koyohweh]. 
Āman kēmah, ¡eh mani yō tlā 
nārrimārotok! San wa’a konistok. 

“¿Man kēn ni’itōs? ¡Lāh, lāh yōmik 
ōn! Mm, ta kāskawitokeh. Xmilāk, 
tēh, yōmik ōn, san, san mañoso. 
Por tal kineki ompayā́́: ma nia. 
¡Kāyoweh, xniā́́:s! ¡Mm, mahki!” 

Niman sē lado yā yaw. 

“¿Ey, dya nō āman kēnōn 
n’chīwas? ¡Ah deporsī́:n xnihkwās 
tlakah īn, mm, ōn Konējoh!” 

“Mm, kēn ni’itōs lāh, lāh yōmik 
ōn Āketspalin. Ta kāskawitokeh. 
Ni’itōs yōmik tlā milā́́: ta we’a xīntok 
īkomiteyo. Ta xīxīntok īkomiteyo, 
hkōn ni’itōs lā yōmik. ¡Piri yā sā 
hueso xīntok! Āman, āman entero. 
¡Eh xmilā́́:k, tēh, i miki ōn!” 

“¿cómo me lo voy a comer? Mejor voy 
a hacer como dijo Tío Konejoh. Mejor 
hablo a mis amigas hormigas para 
que suban sobre todo mi cuerpo”. 

Les echa un grito, “¡Hormiguitas! 
Saben como este conejo me fastidia. 
Ahora dijo que no va a creer que estoy 
muerto hasta que me ve cubierto 
de hormigas. ¡Ayúdenme si veo que 
viene bajando para tomar agua. Si ya 
pasó a tomar agua, ustedes bajarán 
rápido de mi cuerpo para que no los 
lastimo.Yo lo voy a azotar con mi cola 
para que juntos nos lo comemos. A 
ustedes también les va a tocar su 
parte. Dice que tiene mucha grasa.” 

¡Pero Tío Konejoh no es nada de 
tonto! Vio como las hormigas estaban 
subiendo al lagarto. ¿Y piensas que 
el conejo se arrima? ¡Para nada! 
De lejos queda viendo todo. 

¿Qué voy a pensar, que de veras 
está muerto solamente porque 
las hormigas  están trepando su 
cuerpo. Pero no, no es cierto que 
se murió. Es un tramposo. Nada 

“So,” thought Crocodile, “how 
am I going to eat him now. I 
guess I’ll just do it this way. I’ll 
ask some of my ant friends to 
come and swarm all over me.” 

So he shouted out, “Little ants. 
Let me tell you, Uncle Rabbit really 
infuriates me. He said he won’t believe 
I am dead until he sees me covered 
with ants. So I’m just asking you to 
come and help me when he comes 
back. And when he has finished 
drinking you all will just get off me so 
that none of you get hurt or killed. I’ll 
smash him with my tail and then we 
can eat him up. You all will get some 
of him, and he says he’s really tasty.” 

Ah, but do you think Uncle Rabbit 
is stupid? He saw it all, how the 
ants were swarming all over Old 
Man Crocodile. Do you think he 
got close? No, he just took in 
the whole scene from afar. 

“What am I supposed to think? That 
he’s really dead? Sure, the ants are all 
over him. But it’s not true that he’s 

Follow the classic tale of the trickster Brer Rabbit in 
a one-of-a-kind trilingual edition, featuring Nahuatl, 
Spanish, and English languages alongside traditional 
amate bark paintings.

ōkalak. Āman, āman milā́́: niman 
h’nāwatilīs, niman nināwatis. 
Nināwatis. Mm, tlā yōk..., yōyekok.” 
Yō yā kitō niman kinānkilia īkaltsīn.” 

Mm, bueno. Yō ōn Konējoh hkíīn, 
nōsah tsatsitiw. Mm, “¡Nokākaltsīn!” 
Mm, yōā..., yōtlakwāto nē ōn, Ko..., 
Ākets..., yō īn, Konējoh, kāmpa huerta. 
Āman i wāhlaw, yōwālātlitikīs de milā́́: 
kochis. Mm, kine, “¡Nokākaltsīn!” 

Tēh, āman ōtsatsik, kētla ōkinānkilih. 
Kihlia, “¡Ooooooh! ¡Je!” 

“¿Ma īn, kānōnōn? ¿Ā’inōnōn 
wāhnāwati? Niman nō nokaltsi..., 
nokākaltsīn, yō xwel tlatowa 
yā yō tlāhli. Ah, deporsī́:n pa 
nemi yekatsīn. Tēh, xnikalakis. 
Mejor sē lado sapa i niaw.” 

I kwahli, tēh, xkaman ōkikwakeh, yō 
ōn, Konējoh. Piri yō nekwanitiw kāmpa, 
kāmpa kita kochi. Yō nekwanitiw. Mm. 

Tēh i kwahli, tēh, sahkṓ:n ō..., 
ōkī́:chīw. Ōkichīw, tēl. Ōtlakwah. 
Ōme ōpanōk kwarēsmah lāman. I 

mi casita. Pero cuando vengo, siempre 
me contesta luego.” Otra vez le grita, 
“¡Ya vine, mi casita! Bueno, no me dice 
nada. Alguien debe estar porque mi 
casita no me contesta. Ya no quiero 
ir para allá. Seguro alguien está en mi 
casita. Voy a dormir en otro lugar.”

Fue a otro lado. Se impacienta 
don Lagarto quien se quedó en 
el cerrito con la boca abierta. 

Mientras, en la tarde Tío Konejoh se 
mete en la huerta para ir comiendo. 
Luego hizo su casita en otro lugar. 
Pero, pues, está bien. Ya no se 
mete. Tío Konejoh quedó afuera 
observando. Y el lagarto otra vez 
excavó su lugar ahí donde vio que 
se durmió Tío Konejoh. Otra vez 
don Lagarto hizo su hoyito. 

Ya que otra vez se metió para esperar 
al conejo, pensaba, “Ahora, ahora 
sí le voy a contestar. Si ya llegó, 
luego voy a hablar ya que dice él que 
luego luego le contesta su casita”. 

Bien. Conejo otra vez va gritando, 

But Uncle Rabbit was there in 
the distance just watching what 
Old Man Crocodile was doing. 
Do you think Rabbit was foolish 
enough to enter his house? 

They say that Rabbit went to get 
a drink while Crocodile was there 
inside the little hollow where Rabbit 
sleeps. But Rabbit is a smart one, 
so he shouted out, “My little house, 
my little house!” “Mm,” he thought, 
“my little house is not answering. 
Whenever I come, my house answers 
me right away.” So again he cried out, 
“I’ve come home little house! Well, I 
should get an answer. Someone must 
be waiting in my house and that’s 
why I’m not getting an answer! It 
would be better for me to just not 
go in there. Someone’s in my house. 
I’ll just go sleep somewhere else.” 

So he went away. Now Crocodile 
is furious. There he was with 
his mouth wide open, waiting 
inside the embankment. 

In the meantime Rabbit is having the 

Sahkṓ:n xkito, tēh, ōyah. San 
ōwāhtiōtlak[tik], yō nē ontlakwatiw. 
Nē huertero kwalāni yā milā́́:, īn 
kokonētl nō, nō xok kitlālia ōn 
tlākatl. Yawa ōki..., ōkī́:pāxoh 
Koyohweh. Mm, tēh, yō kiseguīrowa 
tlakwa, kiseguīrowa tlakwa, cada 
tiōtlak. Wāhtlanēsi hkōn. 

Tēh, lāman, nōsah, kitō, “Pero āman 
nī́:hpias kāmpa yō īn, kāmpa kochi”. 
Mm, yōkitak kipia īpocito Konējoh. 
Yoún, pa nikān, āman lā nikān 
ko..., xkipia kēn, kēnōn kitōs. “Piri 
āman nān kochi, pa kalakis. Mm, nō 
nitlālwawānas mās kēchiā́́: nonahtos.” 

Mani yō tlā piten[tsīn], piri yō weyak. 
Tlālwawāntinemi ōn, Āketspalwēweh. 
Mm tlā i kwahli ta kṓ:nyekotiw. Nē 
kāmpa ītēnko pa, pa xkixitīnia. San 
nēyā́́: hkíīn kāmpa ī..., kētla ītlākapan, 
pa kine kiwawāna. Lāman napa 
kalaki. Eh, sā kamakoyāhtok, “Ah 
mero nān kalahteko ōn Konējoh para 
nihkwās. ¡Āman kipia para n’kwās!” 

Yō kwālistok kine, kēn kichīhtinemi 
ōn Āketspalwēweh. Eh tēh [ma]ni 

más quiere que me acerque. ¡No, 
no voy a ir! De ninguna manera. 

Se arranca ya para ir a otro lado. 

“Y ahora, ¿qué hago?” piensa 
don Lagarto.” De por si no me 
voy a comer a ese conejo”. 

Mientras, Tío Konejoh está pensando, 
“¿Cuándo voy a creer que ya se murió 
don Lagarto? ¿Cuándo está tapado de 
hormigas? No, diré que ya se murió 
cuando están regados sus huesos, 
cuando ya están esparcidos. Entonces 
si voy a poder decir, ‘¡Ya se murió!’. 
Pero todavía está su cuerpo entero. 
No es verdad que ya está muerto”. 

Así nada más y se largó. Y al 
llegar la tarde  va comiendo en 
la huerta. Aunque el huertero 
está bien enojado ya no pone la 
muñeca de guardia.  Tío Koyoteh 
la había dejado bien aplastada. Y  
Tío Konejoh sigue comiendo cada 
tarde, cada tarde sigue comiendo. 
Y así amanece, todo comido. 

dead. He’s just trying to trick me. 
He just wants me to go down there. 
No way! I’m not going. Forget it.” 

So again he went away 
somewhere else. 

“Ey,” thought Old Man Crocodile, 
“and now what am I going to 
do? It looks like I won’t be eating 
that rabbit any time soon.” 

“Mm,” said Uncle Rabbit, “I’m really 
supposed to believe that Crocodile 
died. Sure, he’s being swarmed by 
ants. But I won’t believe he’s dead 
until his bones are scattered, till his 
bones are scattered far and wide. 
That’s when I’ll know for sure that 
he’s dead. When there’s nothing 
but bones. But he’s still all in one 
piece. No way that he’s dead.” 

Uncle Rabbit just said that aloud 
and then left. It was getting to be 
evening and he went off to eat. The 
farmer was now once again beside 
himself in anger. But Coyote had 
crushed the wax doll and the farmer 

here. Mm, you’d finish the whole 
chicken with no problem. But me? 
How could I eat it all? I’m too small. 
But you, you’d finish it for sure.” 

“You’re right, I’d finish it. I 
could even eat two!” 

“OK then, let’s get started,” Uncle 
Rabbit said. “Free my arms and legs!” 

Uncle Coyote started to pull Uncle 
Rabbit’s arms and legs free. Mm. He 
pulled him out. And when he had 
freed all four legs, well, Uncle Rabbit 
was in high spirits. “Ay, I’ve been 
set free. Now it’s your turn. Let’s 
see if this will work. Stick your arms 
and legs in right where mine were.” 

“OK, sure.” 

Uncle Coyote was more than happy 
to do this. Why not? After all, he 
was going to get to eat a chicken. 
So he says, “And now, is this OK?” 

Now remember that Uncle Rabbit 
was small and he had just hung 

Y empezó a extraerle las patas. 
Soltó al conejo. Y cuando todas 
las cuatro estaban libres, entonces 
Tío Konejoh estaba feliz. “Ay, ya 
me liberaste. Ahora te toca a ti. 
Vamos a ver si de veras te vas a 
quedar. ¡Métele las patas donde 
las mías estaban incrustadas!” 

“Bueno, está bien.” 

De buena gana se colgó Tío 
Koyoteh. ¡Cómo no va a ser 
así, va a comer pollo! Y luego 
dice, “Y ahora, ¿qué más?” 

Como Tío Konejoh era chiquito, 
permanecía colgado en el aire. 
Pero el coyote es grande, 
y quedaba acostado, con la 
espalda pegada al suelo. 

Allá amaneció. Apenas se estaba 
aclarando el cielo cuando ya llegó el 
huertero. Lo vio de lejos, pues sabía 
bien donde había dejado la muñeca 
de cera. Lo vió. “¿Quién anda allá? 
Parece ser Tío Koyoteh. ¡Ah, ahorita 
le voy a dar bien de comer!” 

san tlanēstok wāhlās ōn huertero. ¡Ma 
nitlapias nikān! ¡Ma nitlapixto nikān! 
Mm, āman tlā t’neki tō, ¡tō nikān 
xmokāwa! Tō kwalkān mopan yekos. 
Mm, eh, tō, tō h’tlamīs ōn, āman nō 
¿kēn n’tlamīs? niman nō nipitentsīn. 
Ba tēh, tō, tēh, kēmah h’tlamīs”. 

Ah ba, tēh, nō kēmah n’tlamīs 
tēh, yoún. ¡Māsi ta kanah ōme!” 

“Ah ‘ueno, tēh kwākōn”. Kihlia 
tēh, “¡Xnēchkopīnili nomāwān!” 

Ōpēw kinkopīnilia kitowa īmāwān. 
Mm. Ōkikīxtih. Ikwāk nāwi, nāwi, 
nochi yōkikīxtih, pāki ōn Konējoh. 
“Ay, āman yōnēchkīxtikeh yō nānika. 
¡Āman ki tō kine, ma ni’ita tlā milā́́:! 
Tēh, ¡xkintlālahti nōhki momāwān 
kāmpa ōkakalahkeh īn nō nomāwān!” 

“Tēh, māsi”. 

Yā īyōhlo, tēh, ōn Tío Koyohweh. 
¡Piri yō kikwās pío! Mm. Tēh, 
kitowa, “¿Mani man kēn?” 

Āman yō yā pitentsīn, tēh, yō 



“Over the years my hope for the Press was that it would be the ‘best’ 
literary publisher in the country, even if that honor might be by way of 
default. Whether it was through reprints or original works, I wanted the 
Press to define the contemporary period, or at least what I saw as what 
was most important in the contemporary period. Further, I wanted these 
books permanently protected, which is why from the start the Press has 
kept all of its fiction in print, regardless of sales.”  -John O’Brien

Dalkey Archive Press—named after the novel by Flann O’Brien—was 
founded with the mission of recovering works that had fallen out of print 
due to market forces and making them available forever. With a strong 
connection to academia and educating future generations of readers, 
the press also published the Review of Contemporary Fiction to provide 
scholarship on underrepresented authors, along with CONTEXT maga-
zine, a free tabloid distributed through independent bookstores and a 
network of academic advisors. As Dalkey grew over the years, the focus 
of the press expanded into one of the country’s largest publishers of 
international literature.

In late 2020, the Dalkey Archive’s board of directors approved 
an agreement to merge with Deep Vellum Publishing. Deep Vel-
lum and its publisher Will Evans plan to honor John O’Brien’s leg-
acy by keeping Dalkey Archive’s backlist in print and by signing 
future titles, together with the assistance of editorial consultant, 
Chad W. Post, of Open Letter Books at the University of Rochester. 
 
As an editorial imprint of Deep Vellum, Dalkey Archive will remain true 
to O’Brien’s vision of keeping its legendary backlist in stock, continuing 
to publish leading literature from around the world, and working closely 
with readers, students, editors, writers, and translators to foster an inter-
national community for literature. Will O’Brien, John’s son and current 
president of Dalkey Archive’s board of directors, will join Deep Vellum’s 
board of directors as part of the merger.

Back Catalog

Deep Vellum
La Reunion

A Strange Object
Phoneme Media

Dalkey Archive Press
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Recent 
Releases

FEM
by Magda Cârneci

“...Her novel transgresses feminist ideology, pro-
posing a vision that implies a change in human 
perception, a vision attempting to unify the out-
side and the inside, the object and the subject 
of all human experience…” 

 ― Alta Ifland, Los Angeles Review of Books

FICTION $15.95

Orig. Language ROMANIAN

Hardcover 9781646050413

eBook 9781646050420

The Tool & the Butterflies
by Dmitry Lipskerov
Translated by Reilly Costigan-Hughes  

& Isaac Wheeler

"It is this continuous view of a country that 
seems to be falling apart, only exacerbated  
by the genitalia loss, as well as the very clever 
and complex plot, that make this such an en-
joyable read." 

― The Modern Novel

FICTION $16.95

Orig. Language RUSSIAN

Hardcover 9781646050390

eBook 9781646050406

Out of the Cage 
by Fernanda García Lao

“In her new novel Out of the Cage, Fernanda  
García Lao composes a delirious story, accompa-
nied by Peronist mysticism and twists that look 
like science fiction – such as the construction of 
a kind of female-third-world Frankenstein… the 
wandering soul that tells this story from an in-
terdimensional space.” 

— Dolores Pruneda Paz, Télam

FICTION $15.95

Orig. Language SPANISH

Hardcover 9781941920527

eBook 9781941920534

Deep Vellum is a literary arts center and publishing house with the mis-
sion to bring the world into conversation through literature by publishing 
underrepresented, marginalized, and vital literary voices, while building a 
more vibrant literary community in Dallas and beyond.

Arriving in a Thick Fog
by Jung Young Moon  
Translated by Saskia Vogel

“Impressive fluidity… Like a lucid dream.”  

― Foreword Reviews

FICTION $15.95

Orig. Language KOREAN

Hardcover 9781646050437

eBook 9781646050444
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Texas: The Great Theft
Carmen Boullosa 

Translated from the Spanish  

by Samantha Schnee

$15.95, Trade Paper

The Art of Flight
Sergio Pitol

Translated from the Spanish  

by George Henson

$14.95, Trade Paper

The Indian
Jón Gnarr

Translated from the Icelandic  

by Lytton Smith

$15.95, Trade Paper

Sphinx
Anne Garréta

Translated from the French  

by Emma Ramadan

$14.95, Trade Paper

Calligraphy Lesson
Mikhail Shishkin

Translated from the Russian by 

Marian Schwartz, Leo Shtutin, 

Sylvia Maizell, Mariya Bashkatova

$14.95, Trade Paper

The Pirate
Jón Gnarr

Translated from the Icelandic 

by Lytton Smith

$14.95, Trade Paper

The Mountain & the Wall
Alisa Ganieva

Translated from the Russian 

by Carol Apollonio

$14.95, Trade Paper

The Journey
Sergio Pitol

Translated from the Spanish 

by George Henson

$12.95, Trade Paper

Tram 83
Fiston Mwanza Mujila

Translated from the French 

by Roland Glasser

$14.95, Trade Paper

Home
Leila S. Chudori

Translated from the Indonesian 

by John H. McGlynn

$16.95, Trade Paper

Target in the Night
Ricardo Piglia

Translated from the Spanish 

by Sergio Waisman

$14.95, Trade Paper

Back
Catalog

Voroshilovgrad

Serhiy Zhadan

Translated from the Ukrainian 

by Reilly Costigan-Humes & 

Isaac Wheeler

$15.95, Trade Paper

One Hundred Twenty- 
One Days 

Michèle Audin

Translated from the French 

by Christiana Hills

$14.95, Trade Paper

Vaseline Buddha

Jung Young Moon

Translated from the Korean 

by Yewon Jung

$14.95, Trade Paper

The Curious Case of 
Dassoukine’s Trousers
Fouad Laroui

Translated from the French 

by Emma Ramadan

$14.95, Trade Paper

Before

Carmen Boullosa

Translated from the Spanish 

by Peter Bush

$14.95, Trade Paper

Eve Out of Her Ruins

Ananda Devi

Translated from the French 

by Jeffrey Zuckerman

$14.95, Trade Paper

What Are the Blind Men
Dreaming? 

Noemi Jaffe

Trans. from the Brazilian Portuguese 

by Julia Sanches & Ellen Elias Bursać

$14.95, Trade Paper

A Zero-Sum Game
Eduardo Rabasa

Translated from the Spanish

by Christina MacSweeney

$15.95, Trade Paper

Blood of the Dawn 
Claudia Salazar Jiménez

Translated from the Spanish 

by Elizabeth Br yer

$14.95, Trade Paper

Recitation
Bae Suah

Translated from the Korean 

by Deborah Smith

$14.95, Trade Paper

La Superba

Ilja Leonard Pfeijffer

Translated from the Dutch

by Michele Hutchison

$15.95, Trade Paper

Seeing Red
Lina Meruane

Translated from the Spanish 

by Megan McDowell

$14.95, Trade Paper
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Of Darkness
Josefine Klougart

Translated from the Danish 

by Martin Aitken

$15.95, Trade Paper

The Outlaw
Jón Gnarr

Translated from the Icelandic 

by Lytton Smith

$15.95, Trade Paper

Not One Day
Anne Garréta

Translated from the French 

by Emma Ramadan & the author

$14.95, Trade Paper

The Golden Cockerel & 
Other Writings
Juan Rulfo

Translated from the Spanish 

by Douglas J. Weatherford

$16.95, Trade Paper

Moonbath
Yanick Lahens

Translated from the French 

by Emily Gogolak

$14.95, Trade Paper

Heavens on Earth
Carmen Boullosa

Translated from the Spanish 

by Shelby Vincent

$16.95, Trade Paper

Bride & Groom
Alisa Ganieva

Translated from the Russian 

by Carol Apollonio

$15.95, Trade Paper

Banthology 
Various authors

Edited & with an introduction by

by Sarah Cleave

$15.95, Trade Paper

Öraefi: The Wasteland
Ófeigur Sigurdsson

Translated from the Icelandic 

by Lytton Smith

$16.95, Trade Paper

The Anarchist Who Shared 
My Name 
Pablo Martín Sánchez

Translated from the Spanish 

by Jeff Diteman

$16.95, Trade Paper

The Magician of Vienna
Sergio Pitol

Translated from the Spanish 

by George Henson

$15.95, Trade Paper

The Geography of Rebels 
Maria Gabriela Llansol 

Translated from the Portuguese 

by Audrey Young

$15.95, Trade Paper

Blood Sisters
Kim Yideum

Translated from the Korean  

by Jiyoon Lee

$14.95, Trade Paper

"Muslim": A Novel
Zahia Rahmani

Translated from the French 

by Matt Reeck

$14.95, Trade Paper

Mephisto's Waltz
Sergio Pitol

Translated from the Spanish 

by George Henson

$15.95, Trade Paper

The Golden Goblet
Goethe

Translated from the German 

by Drs. Ozsváth & Turner

$14.95, Trade Paper

Black Forest
Valérie Mréjen

Translated from the French

by Katie Shireen Assef

$16.00, Trade Paper

Life Went on Anyway: 
Stories
Oleg Sentsov

Translated from the Ukranian  

by Uilleam Blacker

$14.95, Trade Paper

Seven Samurai Swept  
Away by the River
Jung Young Moon 

Translated from the Korean 

by Yewon Jung

$14.95, Trade Paper

Revenge of the Translator
Brice Matthieussent

Translated from the French 

by Emma Ramadan

$15.95, Trade Paper

The Love Story of the 
Century
Märta Tikkanen 

Translated from the Swedish

by Stina Katchadourian 

$14.95, Trade Paper

Honey, I Killed the Cats
Dorota Maslowska

Translated from the Polish 

by Benjamin Paloff

$14.95, Trade Paper

The Ancestry of Objects
Tatiana Ryckman 

$15.95, Trade Paper

The Nightgown & Other 
Poems
Taisia Kitaiskaia 
 

$15.95, Trade Paper
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La Reunion is an imprint of Deep Vel-
lum Publishing devoted to telling 
the untold stories of Texas. Start-
ed in 2019, this imprint creates 
a showcase for nonfiction, fiction,  
and poetry by and about Texans.

A Life of My Own
Donna Wilhelm

$30.00, Hardcover

I See You Big German
Zac Crain

$15.95, Trade Paper

A Pedestrian's Recent 
History of Dallas
Zac Crain

$20.00, Hardcover

Dispatches from the 
Republic of Letters
Daniel Simon, Ed.

$30.00, Hardcover

At the Lucky Hand
Goran Petrović 

Translated from the Serbian

by Peter Agnone

$16.95, Trade Paper

Red Ants
Pergentino José

Translated from the Sierra Zapotec

by Thomas Bunstead

$14.95, Trade Paper

Ballroom Harry
Harry Goaz

$30.00, Hardcover

Faust, Part One:
A New Translation with 
Illustrations
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Translated from the German
by Zuszanna Ozsváth & Frederick Turner 
Illustrations by Fowzia Karimi
$15.95, Trade Paper

Mrs. Murakami's Garden
Mario Bellatin

Translated from the Spanish 

by Heather Clear y

$15.95, Trade Paper

Based in Austin, Texas, A Strange Object has an award-winning cata-
log dedicated to surprising, heartbreaking debuts willing to take risks  
and buck form.

The Writer 's Field Guide to 
the Craft of Fiction
Michael Noll

$24.95, Trade Paper

Belly Up
Rita Bullwinkel

$14.95, Trade Paper

The Great American 
Songbook
Sam Allingham

$14.95, Trade Paper

Man & Wife
Katie Chase

$14.95, Trade Paper

Our Secret Life in 
the Movies
Michael McGriff & J. M. Tyree

$14.95, Trade Paper

Three Scenarios in Which 
Hana Sasaki Grows a Tail
Kelly Luce

$14.95, Trade Paper

Misadventure
Nicholas Grider

$15.95, Trade Paper

Farthest South and Other 
Stories
Ethan Rutherford

$16.95, Trade Paper
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Phoneme connects people and ideas through books in translation,  
and has been promoting cross-cultural understanding since 2004. 
Their award-winning list includes poetry, comics, as well as short- and 
long-form fiction.

Dictionary of Midnight
Abdulla Pashew

Translated from the Persian 

by Sara Khalili 

$22.00, Trade Paper

Rituals of Restlessness
Yaghoub Yadali

Translated from the Kurdish  

by Alana Marie Levinson-LaBrosse 

$16.00, Trade Paper

Like a New Sun

Edited by Víctor Terán and  
David Shook 
Translated by Adam Coon, 
Jonathan Harrington, Jerome 
Rothenberg, David Shook, Clare 
Sullivan, and Eliot Weinberger 
$24.00, Trade Paper

Croatian War Nocturnal
Spomenka Štimec

Translated from the Esperanto  

by Sebastian Schulman 

$14.00, Trade Paper

Bessarabian Stamps
Oleg Woolf
 

Translated from the Russian  

by Boris Dralyuk 

$16.00, Trade Paper

Two Half Faces
Mustafa Stitou

Translated from the Dutch

by David Colmer

$15.95, Trade Paper

Panthers in the Hole
Bruno Cénou and David Cénou 

Translated from the French  

by Olivia Taylor Smith 

$19.95, Trade Paper

Raised by Wolves
Amang

Translated from the Chinese

by Steve Bradbur y

$16.95, Trade Paper

Dalkey Archive Press—named after the novel by Flann O’Brien—was 
founded with the mission of recovering works that had fallen out of print 
due to market forces and making them available forever. As Dalkey grew 
over the years, the focus of the press expanded into one of the country’s 
largest publishers of international literature.

Splendide-Hôtel
Gilbert Sorrentino

$11.95, Trade Paper

Voices from Chernobyl
Svetlana Alexievich 

Translated from the Russian

by Keith Gessen 

$19.95, Trade Paper

Wall to Wall
Douglas Woolf

$7.95, Trade Paper

Bottom's Dream
Arno Schmidt

Translated from the German

by John E. Woods 

$70.00, Hardback

Boathouse
Jon Fosse

Translated from the Norwegian

by May-Brit Akerholt

$15.00, Trade Paper

Why the Black Hole Sings 
the Blues
Ishmael Reed

$15.95, Trade Paper

Rossana Campo
Never Felt So Good

Translated from the Italian by Adria Frizzi

Never Felt So Good
Rosanna Campo

Translated from the Italian

by Adria Frizzi

$15.95, Trade Paper

A Brief History of Yes
Micheline Marcom

$14.00, Trade Paper
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Coming Soon

The Accommodation 

Jim Schutze
United States • 9781646050963

The Blue Book of Nebo

Manon Steffan Ros, translated by the author
Wales • 9781646051007

Beauty Salon 

Mario Bellatin, translated by David Shook
Mexico • 9781646050734

The New Adventures of Helen: Magical Tales 

Ludmilla Petrushevskaya, translated by Jane Bugaeva
Russia • 9781646051038

Penny candy: a confection

jonathan norton
United States • 9781646051052

Winter Phoenix: Testimonies in Verse

Sophia Terazawa
United States • 9781646051427

The Love Parade

Sergio Pitol, translated by George Henson
Mexico • 9781646051137

CONTACT
 

Will Evans, Executive Director & Publisher
will@deepvellum.org

Sara Balabanlilar, Marketing & Sales
sara@deepvellum.org

DISTRIBUTION

Distributed to the publishing trade worldwide by 
Consortium Book Sales & Distribution

Ordering & Customer Service at:
(866) 400-5351 or IPS@ingramcontent.com

RESOURCES FOR  
BOOKSELLERS

 
Place orders for your store, sign up for our newsletter, and view 

available DRC downloads on Edelweiss through our website.

 deepvellum.org/booksellers
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